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I. Logo 

Prior authorization 
TEPHINET prohibits the unauthorized use of our logo. TEPHINET partners, including FETPs, regional FETP networks, partner organizations, 

consultants and contractors may reproduce the TEPHINET logo under the following conditions: 

1. Permission to use the logo must be requested and obtained in writing from Tina Rezvani, TEPHINET Communications Specialist, at 

trezvani@tephinet.org 

When requesting permission, please describe the manner and timeframe in which the logo will be used. If possible, please share samples 

or photos of the material on which the logo will appear. If the logo will be used over multiple occasions, permission must be requested 

for each use. 

TEPHINET may approve or disapprove of all further uses of its logo by a requestor at its discretion. 

Materials produced for conferences, trainings and events bearing the TEPHINET logo must also be shared for approval. These include 

(but are not limited to): 

 Signs and banners 

 Certificates 

 Program books 

 Websites 

You may not use TEPHINET’s name on another logo without written approval from TEPHINET. 

2. TEPHINET consultants and other independent contractors wishing to use the TEPHINET logo on business cards* and other materials 

must share these with TEPHINET for approval prior to use. 

 

*Business cards must clearly state “TEPHINET Consultant” as the job title. 

Partner logos 
Please note that TEPHINET partner organizations (for example, the CDC) have their own policies regarding logo usage. Please contact those 

organizations for permission to use their logos; TEPHINET cannot grant such permissions. 

mailto:trezvani@tephinet.org
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Usage 
The standard TEPHINET logo consists of a pictogram (image) and a wordmark. The pictogram depicts a water pump silhouetted against a globe. 

The globe represents our network of field epidemiology training programs. The water pump is a direct reference to a key moment in public 

health history: In 1854, John Snow, considered one of the fathers of modern epidemiology, traced the source of a London cholera outbreak to a 

public water pump. Snow’s findings led to changes in London’s water and waste systems, leading to similar changes and subsequent 

improvements in public health around the world. (Visit this link to learn more about Snow’s discovery.) 

Standard TEPHINET logo: 

 

When placing the logo on a document or web page, its proportions should remain intact; i.e., the logo should never be “squished” or 

“stretched.” 

UNACCEPTABLE: 

               

Resolution: 300 dots per inch (dpi) is the minimum recommended resolution of images for printing to avoid the images appearing pixelated or 

blurry.  

 

http://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/MPH-Modules/PH/PublicHealthHistory/publichealthhistory6.html
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The full logo (image and wordmark) should be used whenever possible. Wherever space prohibits the inclusion of the wordmark, the pictogram 

may be used alone as long as the TEPHINET name is positioned in close proximity to the image: 

 

Below, the gray striped area indicates the “safe zone.” Other graphical and visual elements can be safely positioned up to the adjoining blue 

area. 

Blue indicates “clear space.” The blue area must be kept free of all other graphical and visual elements. The minimum required clear space is 120 

pixels on all sides. 
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The logo may be printed in full color or grayscale, but its colors, typeface (font), and image should never be modified.  

Exception: The logo may be printed in a single color on promotional items (such as pens) and fabric items (such as tablecloths). 

Logo in black (to be used only on promotional items): 

 

Logo in grayscale (to appear only on documents printed completely in grayscale): 

 

 

These guidelines also apply to non-standard TEPHINET logos including special edition logos (e.g., anniversary logos) and TEPHINET conference 

logos. 

To request the digital logo files or ask questions related to this policy, please contact TEPHINET Communications Specialist Tina Rezvani at 

trezvani@tephinet.org. 

Use of these logos implies acceptance of, and agreement with, the terms of this policy. 
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II. Typography 
Myriad Pro is the font used for the logotype/logo wording. It can also be used as the standard when stronger emphasis is needed, such as in 

stationery, website design, brochures and all forms of general correspondence. 

Links to download Myriad Pro (free): 

http://fontsgeek.com/fonts/Myriad-Web-Pro-Regular 

http://www.fontpalace.com/font-download/MyriadPro-Regular/  

 

http://fontsgeek.com/fonts/Myriad-Web-Pro-Regular
http://www.fontpalace.com/font-download/MyriadPro-Regular/
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III. Colors 
The following colors appear in the 

TEPHINET logo and may be considered the 

“official” colors of TEPHINET. The use of 

other colors on TEPHINET-branded 

materials is permitted as long as the 

results are professional-looking and 

aesthetically pleasing. 

 

 
Light Blue 

Process C45 M0 Y5 K0 

Screen R128 G211 B237 

Web  HTML #80d3ed 

 

 
Medium Blue 

Process C88 M53 Y0 K0 

Screen R0 G112 B186 

Web HTML #0070ba 

 
Lighter Medium Blue 

Process C68 M31 Y0 K0 

Screen R75 G149 B208 

Web HTML #4b95d0 

 

 
Dark Blue 

Process C100 M84 Y38 K30 

Screen R18 G52 B91 

Web HTML #12345b 

 

 
Lavender 

Process C42 M39 Y0 K0 

Screen R150 G150 B202 

Web HTML #9696ca 

 
Pure Black 

Process C75 M68 Y67 K90 

Screen R0 G0 B0 

Web HTML #000000 

 

 
Light Gray 

Process C26 M20 Y20 K0 

Screen R189 G190 B192 

Web HTML #bdbec0 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Pure White 

Process C0 M0 Y0 K0 

Screen R255 G255 B255 

Web HTML #ffffff 


